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Christopher Sebastian is a journalist, technical writer, and digital media researcher. He is
based in New York and Prague.

In a bizarre act of protest against COVID restrictions, UK Conservative MP Sir Charles Walker
has vowed to [checks notes] carry a pint of milk.

The member of parliament for Broxbourne was one of 35 Tory backbenchers who rebelled
against extending coronavirus restrictions for six more months - but the reason why milk is
representative of his struggle remains unclear, perhaps even to himself.

Prior to the vote, he said “In the remaining days of this lockdown, I am going to allow myself
an act of de�ance, my own protest that others may join me in. I am going to protest about
the price of milk. Now I’m not sure whether I think the price is too high or the price is too
low, I shall come to that decision later. But for the next few days I am going to walk around
London with a pint of milk on my person because that pint will represent my protest.”

Comments online range from mildly confused to extremely confused, but some people
dared to speculate. Twitter user @AnxiousMillenm4 said, “I think it’s to give protesters the
option to claim they were actually out to get a pint of milk to avoid trouble with the police,
but he can’t openly say that so he’s using a �imsy excuse to suggest taking milk.”
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"Not everyone wants to march with 
milk, @cathynewman."  
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That’s one assertion, but others think his milky protest might represent something more. In
his interview with Cathy Newman on Channel 4, Walker claimed he didn’t choose milk as
symbolic of his protest for any reason in particular.

However, using food products, especially milk, as a dog whistle for bigger political
messaging is not uncommon.

MILK POLITICS

Ecofeminist Carol Adams, author of the book Protest Kitchen, talks about the use of food
products as symbols of political resistance but also notably of political repression.

In her work, she examines how our food choices are deeply tied to issues of justice, national
security, and human rights.

Regarding Walker, Adams says, “Ironic that he uses milk as a sign of freedom. Of course,
dairy milk, for the majority of people in this world, is actually a sign of colonialist nutritional
policies that failed to recognise that it is only descendants of northern Europeans who have
the lactase enzyme for digesting this milk. But it’s not surprising he chose milk from a dairy
as a sign of freedom, as it's already been embraced by the male-dominated right wing in the
United States as a symbol of white nationalism.”

And she’s not the only one to recognise that milk is coded
(https://www.mic.com/articles/168188/milk-nazis-white-supremacists-creamy-pseudo-
science-trump-shia-labeouf?
utm_source=policymicTWTR%26utm_medium=main%26utm_campaign=social) as such. Jack
Smith, writing for Mic, called milk the “creamy new symbol of white racial purity in Donald
Trump’s America,” explaining how some people who identify or espouse white nationalist
ideology con�ate genetic superiority with the body's tolerance for dairy because people of
northern European heritage are most frequently able to digest it.

Sir Charles Walker MP is my hero of 
the last 12 months.

Jenny Jones
@JenJones48

Is there some signifiance in milk 
I'm missing? Can someone explain 
very slowly for the benefit of the 
hard of understanding.
7:46 PM · Mar 25, 2021
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It's already been embraced by the male-
dominated right wing in the United States as a
symbol of white nationalism.
-  Ecofeminist Carol Adams -
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THE FOODIE FRONT OF THE CULTURE WARS

Michael DeSoucey also talks broadly about food traditions and authenticity politics in the
European Union, particularly in terms of identity politics, culture, and the complexities of
globalisation. In fact, he popularised the term for it - gastronationalism
(https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/0003122410372226).

In this context, milk becomes a prop to �ght a front in the culture war. Dr Corey Wrenn,
sociologist at the University of Kent, elaborated on that. She explains, “The COVID
restrictions in the UK come on top of a longer lead-up to Britain's exit from the European
Union, a move that was signi�cantly in�uenced by ethnocentrist, imperialist sentiments
about ‘Great’ Britain and the rest of the world. MP Walker's choice of milk for his personal
protest is quite telling. COVID restrictions, like EU restrictions, are interpreted by some
British nationalists to be threats to their ‘freedom’.

“MP Walker's pint of milk seems to symbolise a system of oppression and British
entitlement now under threat,” she says.

NOT ALL PROTEST IS MADE EQUAL

There may be irony in the fact that Walker is using his creamy pint to protest a perceived
threat to his freedom in a country where Metropolitan police were criticised for their heavy-
handed response to women holding a vigil held for Sarah Everard
(https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-london-56414446), a young woman who was
murdered in London walking home at night, just a few weeks ago. However, to be fair, he
vocally opposed a sweeping bill (https://www.nytimes.com/2021/03/23/world/europe/kill-
the-bill-protests-uk.html) introduced into Parliament that could potentially curtail protest
and restrict civil liberties following the arrests made at that vigil.

That bill, by the way, already passed one hurdle in Parliament when it was voted through
during its second reading last week following very strong debate.

But in a world where Extinction Rebellion groups protest ecological disaster, Black Lives
Matter protestors take to the streets to �ght against anti-Black racism, and women are
arrested during vigils for women who die at the hands of male violence, the question
becomes, where does the plight of Charles Walker �t in?

Is Walker a man who stands among the downtrodden and politically oppressed? Frankly, he
didn’t make it clear. All that can be certain is that he does indeed take a stand, nobly, with
his pint of milk.

As Walker poetically and heroically ponti�cated
(https://twitter.com/PoliticsForAlI/status/1375102100921802752?s=20), “At the end of the
day, it will be warm, it will have separated, and I can choose to drink it or pour it away
because it will be robbed of its refreshing elegance by the time it has been in my pocket for
12 hours.”

Well said, Sir Charles.

MP Walker's pint of milk seems to symbolise
a system of oppression and British
entitlement now under threat.
-  Dr Corey Wrenn -

RELATED Chinese social media campaign leads to boycott of H&M and other
brands over Xinjiang controversy
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Every weekday at 15.30 CET, Euronews Living brings you a cutting edge,
environmental story from somewhere around the world. Download the Euronews app
to get an alert for this and other breaking news. It's available on Apple
(https://apps.apple.com/app/apple-store/id555667472?mt=8) and Android
(https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.euronews.express) devices.
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The majority of British adults don't understand how recycling works
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'Peak meat': How plant-based alternatives will take over Europe by 2035
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EARTH HOUR 2021: WHAT TIME IS IT
TODAY AND WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?
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As the COVID-19 health crisis continues, Earth
Hour goes digital this year.
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Electricity is almost non-existent in parts of the
country after 6 years of war, but these women

want to change that.

(https://www.euronews.com/living/2021/03/2
disposable-face-masks-are-designed-to-be-
thrown-away)

THESE DISPOSABLE FACE MASKS ARE
DESIGNED TO BE THROWN AWAY

(HTTPS://WWW.EURONEWS.COM/LIVING/2021
DISPOSABLE-FACE-MASKS-ARE-

DESIGNED-TO-BE-THROWN-AWAY)
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A Dutch designer has come up with a
biodegradable mask full of flower seeds that can

be planted in your garden.
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